
Roger Noll – Notes on Telecommunications Session 
 
First is some basic background. 
 
The issues here pertain to the role of the access provider in providing Internet services. Internet services 
normally are separated into two categories:  Internet access service (allowing a consumer to access sites 
on the Internet) and Internet-based services (including e-mail, search engines, chat rooms, e-business, 
etc.). In addition, access services are distinguished between ordinary dial-up access through telephone 
modems and high-speed access. 
 
In the US, internet access over telephone connections is subject to an effective equal access requirement, 
which has enabled a highly competitive internet access market to develop;  however, in many nations 
local telephone companies have succeeded in capturing most or all of the internet access market by 
denying adequate technical connections to competing providers. This outcome is more likely in nations in 
which ISPs are subject to entry regulation. 
 
In high-speed access, both telcos and cable TV carriers have sought the right to bundle physical access 
with an ISP, thereby requiring consumers to pass through the carrier's ISP to reach other internet sites 
(including other ISPs). The US provides something of a laboratory here because all three possible 
regulatory environments are in place for some carriers. Telcos are required to provide equal access to all 
carriers, some cable companies are required to give access to some other ISPs, other cable companies are 
allowed to provide exclusive ISP in a bundle with physical access, and still other cable companies are not 
in the ISP business at all. 
 
Next comes the core economic analysis: whether carriers ought to be subject to restrictions on how they 
deal with ISPs. I have written a paper on this issue, "Resolving Policy Chaos in High-Speed Internet 
Access”. You can access this on the SIEPR web site: www.siepr.stanford.edu. On the home page, click on 
publications, then on discussion papers. They are listed alphabetically by author.  
 
The crucial issues here are whether high-speed access can be profitably monopolized (e.g., what is the 
relevant market?), whether there are efficiency justifications for allowing physical access providers to 
bundle ISP services with access, and whether monopolizing internet access provides an opportunity to 
obtain market power in internet-based services. A key element in the analysis is one's expectations about 
the future of wireless access. In nations where spectrum policies have created a competitive wireless 
market, the main question is whether wireless technologically will become a reasonable substitute for 
wire access. If the answer is yes, then the number of service providers, even if all are bundled, will be 
large enough so that significant harm to consumers from bundling physical access with an ISP is limited 
by the costs of switching carriers. This switching cost is determined in part by regulatory rules (e.g., 
number portability and technical compatibility requirements for hardware). 
 
At present, of course, wireless is not an adequate substitute for internet access, even at low speeds, and 
wire access for most consumers is limited to a monopoly telephone company (for low-speed access), and 
for high-speed access to either a single telephone company or a single cable company. If telephone 
companies have equal access and interconnection requirements for dial-up telephony, this can be enough 
to protect consumers if low-speed and high-speed access are substitutes, but if they are not substitutes, 
then exclusivity in both high-speed options causes the ISP market structure to be about the same as the 
access market structure (duopoly for most consumers), and could do the same for some internet-based 
services if the ISP blocked or otherwise hindered access to competitors. Here the issue is whether 
regulatory rules are necessary, or whether competition policy regarding vertical leveraging is adequate. If 
access and a bundled ISP are "essential facilities" for b-c and b-b internet services, and if foreclosure of 
downstream competitors from an essential facility is regarded as anticompetitive, then antitrust is 
potentially effective, and could be less costly than regulation. 
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